The Council of State Governments
Midwestern Radioactive Materials Transportation Committee

Action Items from the Fall 2014 Committee Meeting
November 5-6, 2014 • Traverse City, Michigan

**States:**
- Mark calendars for the committee’s next meeting, which will take place on May 12, 2015, in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in conjunction with the National Transportation Stakeholders Forum Annual Meeting on May 12-14.
- **By November 20,** send Lisa 1) updates on the state sections of the regional *Planning Guide,* 2) comments on the rail prospectus, and 3) ideas for speakers/topics for the May meeting (including the NTSF meeting).
- Obtain from state agencies data on Cooper ratings for bridges and information on route clearances (including allowable dimensional limits for height, width, weight) for sharing with Erica Bickford at DOE-NE. (The data will be incorporated into the new Stakeholder Tool for Assessing Radiological Transportation, or START). Information can be passed on to Lisa Janairo or sent directly to Erica at Erica.Bickford@nuclear.energy.gov.
- **Indiana and Wisconsin:** Participate in 2015 Section 180(c) Policy Implementation Exercise (Michigan as backup).
- **Harry Heintzelman (temporary assignment):** Join Paul Schmidt on the committee’s *Planning Guide* Review work group.
- **John Holder:** Join Teri Engelhart, Kelly Horn, and Paul Schmidt on the committee’s Transportation Planning work group and the NTSF NTP Ad Hoc Working Group.
- **Kelly Horn:** Serve as committee co-chair in 2015-2016 and provide the regional update at the NTSF meeting in May.
- **Kelly Horn, Paul Schmidt, and Jonathan York (temporary assignment):** Represent the committee on the NTSF Rail Issues Ad Hoc Working Group.
- **Lance Evans and Kelly Horn:** Assist Lisa with meeting planning for the Fall 2015 meeting in Iowa near the Illinois border.
- **Mike Snee:** Represent the committee on the NTSF Communications Working Group (with Lisa Janairo).

**Speakers:**
- **Jay Jones:** Check on the status of the list of transportation issues (for issue paper development) and share with Lisa.

**Staff:**
- Prepare and distribute action items and summary.
- Post all follow-up files and information on the committee meeting web page:
- Speaker presentations
- Greg Reinke’s contact information
- Revised Section 180(c) Path Forward Proposal
- 2008 Federal Register notice on Section 180(c)
- Matt Feldman’s presentation on the DOE-NE rail car
- Links to the Stakeholder Tool for Assessing Radiological Transportation (START) system
- Link to the Argonne Transport Security training

- Send Greg Reinke a committee roster and meeting attendance list.
- Send Jay Jones the Midwestern Radioactive Materials Transportation Committee’s “Key Issues” from the days of the OCRWM program.
- Solicit from committee members ideas for good candidates to serve as legislative appointees (before mid-January).
- Solicit from committee members questions to direct to the heads of the DOE partner offices that will “make the rounds” at the meeting in Albuquerque (April).